Why do 61% feel unsafe?

NZTA-commissioned survey

Will Andrews (advocate — Cyclist.ie Ireland + Cycling Action Network New Zealand)
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'I'll break your f---ing neck!' Driver and cyclist in furious road rage incident

Tour de Yorkshire routes could see cyclists banned after angry motorists complain they hog roads

Cyclists think they own the roads. They don't

Angela Epstein is tired of cyclists racing through red lights and swerving in front of cars. Road tests and licences should be compulsory
ONE FALSE MOVE AND YOU’RE DEAD.

BEFORE YOU CROSS THE ROAD.

STOP AT THE KERB.
Why are our roads hostile?—

• Segregation for perceived safety reasons;
• Hegemony of car use;
• People on bikes perceived as out-group;
• Buchanan-style thinking; and…
• …the **freeway paradigm** by Burt and Bill!